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To Angelica, 

Thank you for the long hours of your companionship during both the crisis around us and the one within 

me as I struggled with my depression.  Thank you for sharing your life story, your smile and your tears.  

Most of all thank you for sharing your heart.  You will never be forgotten.  I hope that one day life’s ocean 

is small enough that our ships might sail next to each other again.  Until then, we have the February 

Triumph. 

 

 

To everyone who bravely boarded The Triumph in February 2013. 



 

 

 

 

 

 

For  

Robin Williams 
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Saturday, March 31, 2012: A set up from the beginning 

 

Armed men dressed in long black overcoats gathered outside the Galveston Texas harbor boardwalk.  

The words ‘UNITED STATES MARSHALS’, jumped from the back of their coats in large white letters as 

the group prepared to engage the harbor with an order in hand from the United States District Court.  

The marshals took guard positions around a gaggle of men and women that included a representative 

from the United States District Court, a Port of Galveston security officer and a witness, then ushered 

them through the entrance to terminal 1 where a nearly one mile long, 101 gross tonnage vessel lay 

moored in the harbor.  The group stopped at the dock end of a slim gangway that stretched into the 

forward section of the ship’s port side and conferred amongst themselves verifying the orders of the 

court.  After the short pause they stormed across to the ship, the MS Carnival Triumph. 

Once aboard, a Triumph officer accompanied the group to the Captain’s Quarters on deck 8 just outside 

of the bridge. 

It was a tense moment as the marshals crowded and secured the room.   

The Triumph’s captain rose from his high backed soft tan leather chair and was immediately met with 

these words: “We are here to execute an order of the United States District Court.   We are seizing this 

vessel!” 

December 14, 2012 

The Triumph experiences mechanical issues and propulsion problems.  The ship’s sail was shortened and 

its itinerary changed from Cozumel to Port Progresso only.  A specialist is flown in from London, England 

to Mexico to assess engine conditions and direct repairs.  The specialist recommends restricting the 

Triumph’s speed on its return to the Galveston, Texas. 

January 2, 2013 

Captain Angelo Los receives notice of recommended safety upgrades to the Triumph’s fuel distribution 

systems.  In the notice, the deadline for compliance is February 28, 2013.   

January 29, 2013 

The Triumph experiences propulsion problems and engine power loss.  It is forced to abandon its 

itinerary and return to the Galveston Texas port at less than half speed.   
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Sunday, February 3, 2013: Depression and The Devil’s Ride 

 

“What are the odds?”  I asked myself.  “What would be the odds of one day finding a moment of peace in 

my life, a moment away from the weight of depression that has pursued me for years?  What are the odds 

that after so much time in the darkness of this illness, light could finally get through?”  Depression was so 

heavily upon me I envied John Proctor in bearing a life destroying weight and being able to asking for 

more to instantly end it all.  Could he have carried the weight everyday as I have?  

What would be the odds in continuing to find misery and tragedy in a short life ending in an unsatisfying 

death?  Is it just a matter of statistics, or is it a matter of the numbers being right for just one particular 

person?  Will I have a life filled with pits of despair or one with hills of hope?  I ran the numbers and this 

is what I have come up with:  In a world of nearly 7 billion people approximately five percent of us are at 

a level of existence that can be described as ‘scarcely content’.  Far less than that 5 percent, closer to one 

tenth of one percent, of us can find continual bliss.  The greater population of our species is in peril.  I 

am, and most like me are in complete denial.   

I live in a state of over 25 million people and in a city of over 3 million people and I find myself deeply 

entrenched in the ninety-five percentile fighting each day to live, fighting each day to breath and 

struggling to experience stability in some way either emotionally, physically, financially or 

psychologically.  I fight depression. 

The numbers are overwhelming.  Just by the numbers it is possible that no one on this side of the planet 

has ascended to the less than one percent which means I am surrounded by misery and yet I have 

pretended it is not there.  I was trained to ignore it even though it sits in front of me, watching me and I, 

it.  Even worse, I am sensitive to the depression of others and so their misery is added to my own and 

thus my depression grows exponentially.  Only Jesus could carry this so I needed to reduce the numbers.  

I needed to reduce the swelling and the pain of misery compiled by my proximity to others.   

In short, I needed a vacation.   

I needed to escape the ninety-five percent. 

I needed to be away from life.   

I needed to be far away from life and even further away from my own life. 

I needed to be away from a painful break up with my girlfriend, a career stuck in a sink hole and falling 

through the ground.  I needed to be away from a family stricken with a disease of abuse, isolation and 

separation.  My decision to sail the Triumph was not from planning months in advance, it was not from 
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weeks of consideration, nor was it from days of preparation.  It was a snap decision a few hours before 

the ship was to set sail on that fateful Thursday evening, February 7th, 2013. 

Since loosing my job in 2008 my income level dropped to less than half of what it once was.  Re-climbing 

the ladder above poverty meant endless rounds of waiting, applications, interviews and denials.  It was a 

vicious cycle of anticipation, expectation and disappointment.  Combined with a 12 year relationship that 

was going no where my sanity and morality was constantly under attack.  When my depression hit and 

hit hard I can only describe the experience as The Devil’s Ride. 

After an agonizing weekend of going back and forth with my girlfriend fighting over whether or not to 

stay together, she finally she broke up with me.  After this I could not sleep and completely lost my 

appetite.  I was hungry and afraid.  It was indeed the devil’s ride with a seat reserved exclusively for me.  

Depression is a roller coaster that is continually going round and round up slowly and quickly down.  

Nothing is more agonizing than this quick movement, except when the car was still.  My car is a 1971 

Imperial plying the streets of Houston, Texas. 

Nikki’s birthday was Friday, February 8th and in a last ditch effort to save our relationship I grasped at 

hope with an attempt to win her back by taking that much needed vacation together. 

Late Sunday night I toiled over pressing the submit button on the purchase of a cabin.  I waited nearly 

thirty minutes watching the screen refresh its information, knowing that if I press that submit button my 

life could take one of two fateful turns.  One, I would spend thousands of dollars on the Triumph and that 

would sink me even further into insolvency, increasing the depression in my life for a marginal and brief 

moment of happiness.   Outcome number two was no better.  I would spend another weekend alone and 

in agony in the devil’s ride.  Happiness, as hope is, is always a long shot and the least likely of the 

outcomes and yet I bet against those numbers and hoped she would go.   

I was feeling the crushing weight of reality versus feeling the uplifting strength of a fantasy.  The reality is 

that I was struggling to survive and the fantasy is that I needed to have and possess a real form of love in 

my life.  I needed to escape reality and maybe, just maybe I could find a parcel of stability in my 

relationship to place a toe upon where happiness and relief from my depression would come thereafter.  

In those minutes before I decided, I quickly went through the cycles of emptiness, loss of hope and lack of 

purpose that depression thrust upon me while struggling for basic survival just to make it to the next day.  

For me, it is also a cycle also marked with weariness, anger, hunger and a thirst to be whole. 

At 2:15 am Monday morning, 72 hours before the Triumph was to set sail…..I pressed submit.  I tendered 

my soul and the money evaporated from my account.  It disappeared as though Scotty himself beamed it 

off the screen and into the vastness of space.  In an instant I was broke.   
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Patricc Fortiori, began at any early age reading everything he could get his hands on in the library.  He 

held the district title in books read in one year in all three years of middle school and continued as a heavy 

reader in high school and college.  Now, a prolific writer, researcher and enthusiast in art, history and 

language his current concentration is on historical fiction and the human condition combined with issues 

of justice, freedom and spirituality.  In 2007, he established Novellarts as online platform to distribute 

new literary works and create a relationship between literary works of art and traditional art.  From 2012 

to 2015 Patricc digitized and restored the archives of former Congressman Mickey Leland.  He is also a 

graduate of Texas Southern University.  
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